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with the cliq, a $49 phone designed with messaging in mind, motorola was signaling a return to the
mobile market with a user-friendly interface and unprecedented messaging features. but after a
couple of months, jha indicated, there were few buyers in the united states, and the price was too
high. in the ensuing months, the company has struggled to get the word out about the phone to
countries outside the united states. those efforts have been ongoing. just last week, motorola
announced a partnership with the top telecoms operator in india to deliver new connectivity services
to consumers in rural areas of the country. the company also launched a new phone, the moto x, in
the u.s., and is in the process of launching a new razr in china. motorola solutions recently
announced the launch of a $4.2 billion, 10-year capital plan that will take the company into the
mid-2020s. one way to look at the plan is that it takes motorola back to its early days, back when
motorola was known for its communications technology. though it does face challenges, like the
slowing of consumer devices and pressure to innovate, it is still plenty bullish on the fundamentals,
jha said. motorola still has significant scale and a cutting edge product portfolio in communications,
data, software and analytics, he said. and while motorola is not alone in the mobile space, it
probably has the most scale and sophistication, he said. we call it the intelligence zone, and its a
place where educators can turn the classroom into a lab and students into heroes of change. the iqz
is a scalable environment that brings together technology, learning, and interactions with other
technology platforms to help realize the dream of every educator: making every student an
everyday genius, using the latest and greatest technology tools to enrich learning for every child.
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The AM operation is the same as other Motorola to the amateur radio community. For the XMODEM
software options you can choose what type of interface you want to load. There's a basic XMODEM

helper that can go into bootstrap mode. There's an XMODEM helper that can go into bootstrap mode
and read out a 256 byte data dump of the flash, a 600 byte data dump of the flash, or the full flash.

Also included is a full XMODEM helper to do both wide band receive alignment and the Motorola SDR.
The Motorola SDR includes an automatic channel detection algorithm and the ability to store the last

100 or 1000 received signals and easily restore them at any time. The driver offers other features
such as 2-way repeater support and receive alignment settings. This is the same as any other to
modify to the amateur service from a software perspective. The issue is these radios are narrow

band only on the receive path, as the 200 MHz band was never used for 25 KHz channels. Transmit
will support wide band (and must be aligned for wide band first!) The IF filters simply need to be

swapped with their wide band parts and wide band receive alignment performed.
Twowayradiocenter.com does not share, provide, or sell Motorola software. Twowayradiocenter.com

will provide links to free Motorola Software for select models when allowed by Motorola Solutions.
Twowayradiocenter.com does have the ability to program your Motorola two way radios and will

gladly provide you a quote to do so. Simply call us at 855-770-7194 to discuss your needs and we'll
provide a customized quote. There is a nominal fee. 5ec8ef588b
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